MIMI'S

AT DELANCEY STREET, IT'S FAITH THAT

The men and women of the Delancey Street Foundation look like accountants and medical technicians and paralegals and dentists and managers in corporate sales. They are well put together; everything matches — the tie goes with the suit, the shirt with the tie; the women's shoes and bags are always complementary, if not matching, and their suits are straightforward, yet pretty. These clean-cut, well-dressed people all get up at eight every weekday morning and head off to breakfast and a full day's work. Taken as a whole, they are friendly and helpful. But underneath the men's carefully pressed business suits there are often snakes and swords, Vikings and skulls, lightning bolts, swastikas, crosses, devils and naked girls, tattoos that cover nearly all available flesh and that are the artistic heritage of years spent in prison — in Folsom and San Quentin, in the county jail, in juvenile detention facilities, for murder, for armed robbery, for drug-trafficking. And on the back of a woman's hand, you can occasionally find the three-dotted cross of the Mexican Mafia, one of the four major race-based gangs (the others are the Black Guerrillas, the Aryan Brotherhood and Nuestra Familia) that unofficially run California's prison system. These are no average mid-level managers: These people were hard-core rejects, antisocial nobodies, killers, whores, junkies, pimps, runners. In "liberal-speak," they are "society's disadvantaged."

But there is no such thing as "liberalspeak" for Mimi Silbert, president and co-founder of Delancey Street, a 25-year-old San Francisco-based rehabilitation center for hard-core cases. Silbert despises politically correct language and never uses euphemisms. The institution she created is considered one of the world's most successful at criminal rehabilitation, although Silbert is not interested in swinging those kinds of laurels. "When they come in, these people are nasty, bad, filthy, rotten assholes, and I'm not kidding," she says. "But my assumption is to believe in people who don't believe in themselves."
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sounds like a goody-goody, and she is. She just happens to be a Pollyanna who can curse. "Not 'substance abuser,' " she says contemptuously. "Dope fiend."

Delancey Street has excellent numbers. More than 10,000 hard-core cases have "graduated" after participating in the two-year program. The rate of recidivism among Delancey Street graduates is approximately zero, though more than 20 percent of those admitted leave before they have finished their initial two-year "commitment." (More than 60 percent come straight out of the criminal justice system, most on plea bargains, others on the recommendation of parole and probation officers. About 30 percent come off the street on their own, escaping homelessness, penny prostitution, and drug addiction.) No one who has finished the program has ever gone on to commit a serious crime. There have never been any arrests made at Delancey Street, despite the fact that the average resident has been a drug addict for at least ten years, and has been imprisoned four times. Some residents come to like Delancey Street so much they remain there for decades. This family never throws you out if you want to remain and can pull your own weight. Indeed, most residents who make it through the commitment period stay on at least two more years before testing the real-world waters, because even if you've completed the program to the satisfaction of management (which is made up exclusively of Delancey Street residents), you can't graduate until you have a bank account, a job and a new place to live. You must be able to read, and have your high-school equivalency. You must also feel ready

MIMI SILBERT ARRIVES IN THE DELANCEY STREET RESTAURANT KITCHEN AFTER THE LUNCH CROWD LEAVES. THE ENTIRE KITCHEN STAFF PARTICIPATES IN THE FOUNDATION'S PROGRAM. SHE USUALLY DISCUSSES HOW LUNCH WENT, WHAT WAS GOOD AND WHAT COULD IMPROVE.
Deals with Meals

In addition to her effectiveness at starting Delancey Street, and building it into one of the most effective rehabilitation programs in the world, Mimi Silbert is no slouch when it comes to political prowess, either.

Her skills are appreciated by a round of unlikely allies, from Mayor Willie Brown, whom she helped get elected, to the San Francisco Giants, whose new ballpark she has supported.

"Yes, I supported (the ballpark initiative)," she allowed, in a recent chat with Examiner editors at the Delancey Street Restaurant. "I also served — and still do — as an intermediary for our little neighborhood. I kept them together at this table (her presiding round table at the restaurant) initially. (The Giants) made a big presentation, with charts and everything in the room back there, discussing the concerns of the neighborhood and the way the Giants were willing to make things right. I met with the owners reps of all the neighborhood buildings. A lot of it was just dealing with miscommunications ... Having spent my whole life as a communicator, I could do that."

Silbert quickly adds that she "also understood the concerns of the residential neighborhoods. I believe fully that the Giants in all good faith wanted to address those concerns. I know all the people: Larry (Raer), Peter (Magonow) Rudy (Nothenberg), of Mayor Brown's brain trust) ... "They had their victory party here," she recalls. "Peter was unbelievably generous to bring me on the stage as a member of the victory team. He sent me a bunch of dates to throw out the first ball. Very generous, considering the number of people involved in the ballpark fight. They're honestly looking to be good neighbors. The Giants pretty much need our support because were a big neighborhood and we're pretty vocal."

She's firmly in the camp of the new mayor, with whom she has a relationship that spans decades.

"In truth, Willie Brown has been a member of the Delancey Street family for just about the whole time it's been in existence, and in some ways that weren't going to do him any good — just because he liked it. He fights and stands for a lot of things I believe in. The critical first step to doing anything is getting people to hope, get excited and believe. That's what we do. I have not seen this kind of hope in San Francisco since George Moscone."

Nevertheless, she cautions against mayoral hubris.

"There's a burden on anyone who gets someone's hopes up — it becomes more critical to make change happen. I liken what's going on in our city to residents coming into Delancey Street. First, they don't believe they can change. All of a sudden, change becomes possible. They can feel it. It's a tangible thing. That's an unbelievable burden on you as the person who gets those hopes up."

Other pals are old friends, too.

"Johnny Burton, he's family to Delancey Street, like Dianne Feinstein (whose son-in-law, Rick Moriano, is a Delancey Street graduate). They love Delancey Street because it works. We have disparate friends. George Schultz. To them all, the friendship is based on not that we have some power or strength, it's that Delancey Street provides an open, honest, earnest environment for people who can't relax in other places."

"Here they just get to come and hang out with the residents ... and ME!," she laughs. "People as different as Denise Hale, Jane Fonda, Robert Redford and Cesar Chavez. They all like to come."
rant, where high-profile Bay Area political figures like Democratic Assemblyman John Burton may be frequently seen; a transport business for the elderly and handicapped, all manned and managed exclusively by Delancey Street people — are plowed back into the institution. The businesses net about $7 million per year, and the operating budget nationwide — Delancey has branches in L.A., New Mexico, New York state, and North Carolina — is $10 million. Three million dollars a year are donated in services and products — in clothing, material, furniture, food, artworks, books, cosmetics, anything it takes for people to live — and small, unsolicited contributions.

"After 25 years, we have a lot of friends who are very good to us, and very generous," Silbert says. "We've never taken a single penny from the American taxpayer, who pays a fortune for all the prisons everywhere, and gets nothing in return, except tougher criminals."

Since its inception 25 years ago, Silbert's energy and character have fueled Delancey Street. Escaping the easy, middle-class life for which she stable, bourgeois background could have prepared her, she seized on those things in her heritage — the Eastern European refugee's endurance, the early Zionist's pioneer spirit, the fresh immigrant's empathetic ability — that equipped her singularly for a job of rescue and rehabilitation. And she put everything into Delancey Street from the start: She lived among her people, alongside the con men and murderers. Her children lived there. Her personal life was there: Her marriage was destroyed by Delancey Street and the greatest love affair of her life was with John Maher, the man with whom she founded it, who was himself an ex-con and former Synanon man.

Together, Silbert and Maher kept Delancey Street going — saving souls, pulling people out of mud and blood and a wild assortment of sordid fates — until he, too, fell apart and went under. This was one soul she could not save. In the end, the institution she created proved more reliable than the individual with whom she had created it. After their relationship collapsed, she became one of the people rescued by Delancey Street. After she had given it so much, it gave back.

To this day, Silbert is still at Delancey Street's swirling center: in the middle of raucous meetings where new rooming situations and new job responsibilities, decided upon by Silbert and a committee of residents, are doled out to clamorous applause or groans of disappointment; listening sympathetically at "dissipations," zipping through the spacious club room upstairs, where men — and sometimes a few women — play pool and guitar and cards and sit around in small groups; or simply being the target all day of all the complaints, praise, bad news and good tidings the place can generate.

Unlike the physically imposing residents who surround her, Silbert is unremarkable, except for her slight size, out-of-control chestnut hair, and green-blue eyes. Still, she dominates every encounter. Walking with Silbert around Delancey Street premises, you feel as if you're accompanying a kind of savior. Grown men with sinewy bodies sculpted by hard times, and skinny, snaggle-toothed women who look like they just got run over say, "Hi, Mimi," in excited, timid teenage voices filled with a mixture of worship and fear. Big men with scars and broken teeth and gleaming biceps loom over her protectively, nodding at her every word, laughing at her every joke. Tough, stubbled guys ap-
proach her with shy diffidence. A rangy, chewed-up woman with a cigarette tipped from her lips beams when Silbert showers her with approval. Silbert greets everyone with a chirpy "Hi," often accompanied by a first name, although she admits she doesn't know the names of all 500 residents.

Silbert doesn't get out much. The Delancey Street Restaurant is one of her main venues for contact with the outside world. Except for her water bed, a relic of the 1960s, the atmosphere she has created in her apartment and in her office - both inside the Delancey Street compound - is bland. Her desk is the desk of any manager: two jewel kaleidoscopes, a plush Minnie Mouse cheerleader doll, a photograph of her twin sons at their Bar Mitzvah, a photograph of her parents as a young couple and folders full of mail.

Her apartment is similarly impersonal - decorated a la Miami condo, in pastel mauves and greens, with few personal touches. Her life and identity are vested in her work, to which she is obsessively, single-mindedly, devoted.

The Delancey Street Restaurant is not the Delancey Street dining room. The dining room is for residents; the restaurant is for the public. It's a popular San Francisco hangout, not too expensive, not cheap, luring liberal politicians and people from the surrounding multimedia industry. (Wired magazine has its offices nearby.) Silbert has a big round table in the middle of the room where she has meetings and holds forth for the outside world. (Most of her holding forth before Delancey Street residents is done in what's known as The Vatican, a comfortable family room in the complex.) A big teacup full of strong tea is brought to her immediately - one seems to be waiting for her wherever she goes. Delancey Street residents dressed as waiters in maroon bow ties, white shirts and black pants flit around the big rose and green dining room.

Silbert examines the menu closely (she provides and tests all the recipes); she chooses a little of this and a little of that; some hors d'oeuvres - chicken satay and pastry pockets called alejandrinos; a taste of the new pasta; half a hamburger to see if the new meat supplier is any good; no wine or alcohol, because she believes in abiding by Delancey Street sobriety rules; and then vanilla ice cream with Delancey Street hot fudge sauce, to show off the home-made syrup to her guests. Although she is petite and slender, she has an enormous, eclectic appetite, and she is obsessed with every detail of the menu. Like an old-fashioned captain of industry, she's made her mark on every last little thing the foundation does, from the construction of the Delancey Street complex and the details of the foundation's financial spreadsheets down to the hot-fudge sauce and the upgrading of the used bus Delancey Street has just bought for its residents' field trips.

Parole agents - the members of the criminal justice system who have the closest relationship with Delancey Street - respect the program but vacillate on its value. Most agree that the program will help in only the toughest of tough cases.

S.F. parole officer Colleen Costa sends about a quarter of her clients to Delancey Street - anywhere from 10 to 20 people at a time. "It's a good program," she says, "but it's very strong stuff. Basically, they brainwash you and break you down, so unless you have something hanging over your head, like a long prison sentence, you're not going to make it. You go in and they constantly yell at you, they make you seem like you're nothing, and only then, they start to build you up. The image you had of yourself before, it's gone. There are eyes watching you 24 hours a day. That's why such a high percentage leaves.